Excellence in Hemming

Lines and equipment for automotive closure panels

ABB Flexible Automation
Competitive pressures in the automotive industry are continuously driving designers and engineers to produce higher quality products at lower cost and with shorter lead times.

The support
The need has never been greater for a supplier with proven solutions and the commitment to stay with you down the line from start to finish of a project.

The knowledge
ABB Flexible Automation’s knowledge of and involvement in the automotive manufacturing process – from component design, through the press shop, to assembly – enables us to advise you on the best solution for your hemming needs, and to provide system care to keep line availability high.

The experience
Today, more than 150 assembly lines world-wide are enjoying the benefits of quality build, productivity and dimensional precision that our hemming equipment brings to the production of doors, deck lids, hoods, sliding doors, lift gates and other parts.
Get it right from the start

ABB Flexible Automation (in conjunction with Volvo Car Components) has developed a method, based on the Finite Element Method (FEM), to simulate flange behaviour during the hem process. Once a two dimensional FEM model of the part to be hemmed has been built up in the computer, the hemming steels can be made to strike the flange at different heights and different angles of attack to give a variation of roll-in. It is also possible to vary the flange angle after pre-hemming and predict the forces for pre-hemming and the hem process, as well as the force needed to hold down the inner panel.

Reduce project times
Instead of having to rely simply on experience and trial and error to take into account the change in size of the outer panel during the hemming operation, the simulation method gives you a precise answer.

Armed with the information from the simulation, designers and engineers can make correct allowances for the flange roll-in. There will be a minimum of fine adjustment of the hemming equipment and less risk of costly re-engineering of press dies.

It could knock weeks off your project time.

When hemming an outer and inner panel, the size of the outer panel must be able to be predicted to ensure a good part fit. With simulation, we can predict the roll-in accurately and thus save project costs and time.
1. **Contact position**
The pre-hemming steel is in contact with the flange. The height of the strike as well as the angle of attack can be varied during simulation to find the optimum position.

2. **Pre-hem position**
The pre-hemming steel bends the flange over to the desired degree. The angle can be varied.

3. **Final hem**
The flattening steel then comes into play.....

4. ..... to complete the hem.
Table-top fixtures are suited to components with difficult recessed areas and with extreme tumble home and turn under. They can also be used on simpler parts. Using hydraulic or electrical drive and mechanical linkage transmission they provide the quality of results – and productivity – to improve your process.

- Pre-hemming, final hemming and corner hemming can be performed in a single station to save on space and investment. (Window openings normally require two fixtures).
- The indexing unit brings the hemming unit to the optimal angle before hitting the flange. This helps prevent distortion and skid marks.
- Heavy duty build with long-life pivot pins, casings and link arms. Little wear on hemming steel.
- Table top equipment can be incorporated in a dedicated or flexible line.

Where the line is used for more than...
one part or for batch build, the units can be equipped with a carrier to move them easily in and out of the line.

- Individual control of drives enables work with recessed areas and reduces risk of skid marks, distortion, etc.
- Ability to cope with variations in standard flange angles.
- The equipment can be easily transferred to another part of the factory for spare parts manufacture.
- All assemblies and sub-assemblies readily accessible for easy maintenance and service to contribute to minimum downtime.
- The quiet hydraulic or electrical drives help to keep the noise level low.
The single-station press type hemmer features the same characteristics – robust design, precision, quality results and proven engineering expertise – that have made our table-top hemmer a household name in automotive assembly plants the world over.

The hem dies are well suited to the needs of flexible manufacturing. Rapid, automatic die changing equipment, incorporating a number of different die packages, provides the flexibility to run a number of parts through the press.

As with the table-top equipment, each phase of the press movement can be isolated when tuning in the dies and panels.
Hemming sequence

In both the table top and hem die equipment, the hemming is performed in two stages – pre-hemming to 45° and then flattening. (See Figs. 3 and 4 below.) Both actions take place in the same fixture.

Corner unit

The corner hemming tool is available in both linear and linkage design. It is used in all three types of equipment shown on the previous pages.
Closure lines and individual pieces of equipment have been supplied by ABB Flexible Automation to all the major car manufacturers in the world. We have won awards for our solutions, not only because they bring quality results but also because they are supported by the highest level of service pre- and after sale and by a commitment to finding the optimum cost solution. This page shows some of the solutions we have used.
1. A closure line for a deck-lid where the robot is used not only to move the parts in and out of the fixture but also as a clamp to keep the parts in position during the hemming operation.

2. An electrically driven tabletop hemming fixture with conveyor-belt feed.

3. Robots are here used to move the parts in and out of the fixture. The overhead clamp is part of the fixture assembly.

4. A single electric-hem unit for a hemmer. Each drive unit has its own electrical drive.

5. The pre-hem drive unit in the hem die.

6. Lower tooling in a hem die for a deck lid.
ABB Flexible Automation can significantly improve your manufacturing process through a comprehensive range of products, systems, and service solutions.